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Chapter 5

General multifractal analysis

of local entropies

In the present chapter we address the problem of multifractal analysis of local

entropies for arbitrary invariant measures. We obtain an upper estimate on the

multifractal spectrum of local entropies which is similar to the estimate for local

dimensions. We show that in the case of Gibbs measures the above estimate

becomes an exact equality. In this case the multifractal spectrum of local entropies

is a smooth concave function.

We discuss possible singularities in the multifractal spectrum and their relation

to phase transitions.

5.1 Introduction

The main problem of multifractal analysis is the description of local singularities

of measures. Historically, the multifractal analysis was mainly concerned with the

study of local (pointwise) dimensions of a Borel measure �:

d�(x) = lim
"!0

log�(B(x; "))

log "
;

provided the limit exists, where B(x; ") is an open "-neighborhood of x. The

purpose is to describe the sets of points with a given pointwise dimension. For this

a notion of a multifractal spectrum (sometimes called, a spectrum of singularities)

f(�) was introduced in [10]. This spectrum is the following function

f(�) = dimH(fx : d�(x) = �g); (5.1)

where dimH is the Hausdor� dimension.

This chapter is based on F. Takens, E. Verbitski, General multifractal analysis of local

entropies, to appear in Fundamenta Mathematicae.
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One can generalize this approach even further [2, 17], as we shall explain now.

Suppose we are interested in some local (i.e., depending on a point) characteristic

of a measure or a dynamical system. We can think of it as a function F : X ! R
(F comes in the place of d�). There is a natural multifractal decomposition of the

state space X into the level sets of F :

X =
[
�2R

K
F

� ; (5.2)

where KF
�

= fx 2 X : F (x) = �g. We even may allow the situation, where

F is not de�ned everywhere in X . Then we will have to add to the multifractal

decomposition (5.2) a set

K
F = fx 2 X : F (x) is not de�ned g:

The multifractal spectrum E is by de�nition the function which assigns \sizes" to

the level sets:

E(�) = F(KF

�
); � 2 R;

where F is some set function, i.e., F is de�ned on subsets of X , and has the

property that F(Z1) � F(Z2) for Z1 � Z2. The set function F plays the role of

the Hausdor� dimension in (5.1).

So such multifractal spectrum is a real function on R depending on a pair

(F;F) as introduced above. Therefore, the multifractal spectrum de�ned by (5.1)

is the multifractal spectrum for local (pointwise) dimensions and the Hausdor�

dimension { abbreviated to the multifractal spectrum for local dimensions.

There are only a few local characteristics relevant from the dynamical point

of view: local dimension (discussed above), local entropy, Lyapunov exponents.

There is also a choice of the set functions: Hausdor� dimension, packing dimension

[7], topological entropy for non-compact sets [4, 17]. All these multifractal spectra

provide a description of various aspects of dynamical systems (chaoticity, sensitive

dependence, etc). These spectra are invariant under smooth conjugations (even

homeomorphism with bounded distortion). This is very important in relation to

the notion of multifractal rigidity introduced in [2].

In the present chapter we study a multifractal spectrum for local entropies.

Consider a topological dynamical system (X; f; �), where X is a compact metric

space, and f : X ! X is a continuous map preserving a Borel probability measure

�. De�ne the local entropy at a point x as follows:

h�(f; x) = lim
"!0

lim
n!0

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; "));

where Bn(x; ") = fy 2 X : d(f i(x); f i(y)) < " for i = 0; : : : ; n � 1g, " > 0. We

de�ne the multifractal spectrum for local entropies and the topological entropy of

non-compact sets as

E(�) = htop(f; fx : h�(f; x) = �g);



where htop(f; Z) is the topological entropy of Z. We abbreviate this to the spec-

trum for local entropies. The precise de�nition is given below, but for a time being

one could think of htop(f; Z) as a dynamical analogue of the Hausdor� dimension.

The two multifractal spectra, namely, for local dimensions and for local en-

tropies, contain complementary information about the invariant measure � and

the dynamical system f , as one can see in the example of a skew tent map: for

p 2 (0; 1), put

fp(x) =

(
x=p; for x 2 [0; p);

(1� x)=(1� p); for x 2 [p; 1]:

For the Lebesgue measure, which is invariant, the spectrum for local dimensions is

trivial: d�(x) = 1 for all x 2 [0; 1]. However for p 6= 1=2, the Lebesgue measure has

a nontrivial spectrum for local entropies. This will follow from later considerations.

Apart from the pointwise dimensions and entropies also the global dimensions

and entropies are de�ned. There are only a few known characteristics of such type:

R�enyi dimensions, Hentschel-Procaccia dimension, correlation entropies. For q 6= 1

they are given by the following formulas

1) generalized R�enyi dimensions:

Dq(�) =
1

q � 1
lim
"!0

1

log "
log
X
i

p
q

i
;

where pi = �( i-th cell of a partition by cubes of size " );

2) Hentschel-Procaccia dimensions:

~Dq(�) =
1

q � 1
lim
"!0

1

log "
log

Z
�(B(x; "))q�1 d�(x);

3) correlation entropies:

H�(f; q) = lim
"!0

lim inf
n!1

� 1

(q � 1)n
log

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d�:

The corresponding de�nitions for q = 1 are obtained by the continuity of the \pre-

limit" quantities. Under mild assumptions the Renyi and Hentschel-Procaccia

dimensions coincide [9, 17].

So we consider the generalized dimensions (entropies) of a measure space (X;�)

(dynamical system (X; f; �)) as a function which assigns to every q 2 R the di-

mension (entropy) Dq (H�(f; q)).

The standard (\folklore" according to [16]) result of a multifractal analysis

establishes that under some conditions, a multifractal spectrum for dimensions

is a smooth concave function on a certain interval and is equal to the Legendre

transform of the generalized dimensions, scaled by a linear factor. In this case, we

say that the multifractal formalism is valid. However, this is not always the case.

There are numerous examples where the multifractal formalism fails.



It has been shown in [16] that even in the case, where the multifractal formalism

for local dimensions is not valid, one obtains an upper estimate on the multifractal

spectrum by taking a Legendre transform of the generalized dimensions.

In the present chapter we obtain similar results for the multifractal spectrum

of local (pointwise) entropies. In our case, the spectrum of correlation entropies

plays the role of Hentschel-Procaccia and Renyi spectra of dimensions.

Finally, we present examples of chaotic dynamical systems for which the devel-

oped methods give a complete or partial description of the multifractal spectrum

of local entropies.

5.2 Local entropy, Brin-Katok formula

Consider a compact metric space (X; d). Let f : X ! X be a continuous map and

� an invariant non-atomic Borel probability measure. Without loss of generality

we may assume that � is positive on open sets. In this case, we de�ne the lower

(upper) local (pointwise) entropies as follows:

h
�
(f; x) = lim

"!0
lim inf
n!1

� 1

n
log �(Bn(x; ")); (5.3)

h�(f; x) = lim
"!0

lim sup
n!1

� 1

n
log �(Bn(x; ")); (5.4)

where Bn(x; ") = fy 2 X : d(f i(x); f i(y)) < " for i = 0; : : : ; n � 1g. Note that

the limits in " exist due to the monotonicity.

We say that the local entropy exists at x if

h�(f; x) = h�(f; x): (5.5)

In this case the common value will be denoted by h�(f; x).

The following well-known result establishes the existence of the local entropies.

Theorem 5.1 (Brin{Katok formula, [6]). Let f : X ! X be a continuous

map on a compact metric space (X; d) preserving a non-atomic measure �, then

1) for �-a.e. x 2 X the local entropy exists, i.e.,

h�(f; x) = h
�
(f; x) = h�(f; x);

2) h�(f; x) is an f{invariant function of x, andZ
h�(f; x) d� = h�(f);

where h�(f) is the measure{theoretic entropy of f .

Remark. If � is ergodic then h�(f; x) = h�(f) for �-a.e. x 2 X .



In this chapter we study the multifractal spectrum of local entropies. For every

� � 0 consider the level set of local entropies:

K� = fx 2 X : h�(f; x) = �g:
We de�ne the multifractal spectrum of local entropies by

E(�) = htop

�
f;K�);

where htop(f;K�) is the topological entropy of f restricted to K� (or simply the

topological entropy of K�). The precise de�nition and basic facts are given in the

next section.

5.3 Topological entropy of non-compact sets

Suppose f : X ! X is a continuous map of a compact metric space (X; d). Let

U = fU1; : : : ; UMg be a �nite open cover of X . By de�nition, a string U is a

sequence Ui1 : : : Uin with ik 2 f1; : : : ;Mg, its length n is denoted by n(U). The

collection of all strings of length n is denoted byWn(U) andW�n(U) = [
k�n

Wk(U).
For each U 2Wn(U) de�ne the set X(U) by

X(U) = Ui1 \ f�1Ui2 \ : : : \ f�n+1Uin
= fx 2 X : fk�1x 2 Uik ; k = 1; : : : ; ng:

We say that a collection of stings � covers a set Z � X if

Z �
[
U2�

X(U):

For any real number s and every collection of strings � we introduce the free energy

as follows

F (�; s) =
X
U2�

exp(�n(U)s):

For a given Z consider the in�mum of free energies over all collections � � W�n

which cover Z:

M(Z;U ; s; n) = inf
� covers Z

F (�; s); (5.6)

and put

M(Z;U ; s) = lim
n!1

M(Z;U ; s; n):

There exists a unique value ŝ such that M(Z;U ; �) jumps from +1 to 0

h(Z;U) := ŝ = supfs :M(Z;U ; s) = +1g = inffs :M(Z;U ; s) = 0g: (5.7)

Finally, one can show [17] that the following limit exists

htop(f; Z) := lim
diam(U)!0

h(Z;U): (5.8)



De�nition 5.2. The number htop(f; Z) is called the topological entropy of f re-

stricted to the set Z, or, simply, the topological entropy of Z.

This de�nition of topological entropy is similar to the de�nition of the Hausdor�

dimension (the diameters of the covering open sets are substituted by exp(�n(U))

which can be considered as the \dynamical diameter" of X(U)). Indeed, these

de�nitions are particular cases of the so-called Carath�eodory construction [17]

and therefore have similar properties.

Theorem 5.3 ([17]). The topological entropy as de�ned above has the following

properties:

1) htop(f; Z1) � htop(f; Z2) for any Z1 � Z2 � X;

2) htop(f; Z) = sup
i

htop(f; Zi) where Z =
1[
i=1

Zi, Zi � X;

3) if � is an invariant measure such that �(Z) = 1, then htop(f; Z) � h�(f).

5.4 (q; �)-entropy of non-compact or non-invariant

sets and entropy doubling condition

In this section following the ideas of [16] and a formalism from [17] we introduce

the entropy-related dimension characteristic h�(f; q; Z) which we call the (q; �)-

entropy of f restricted to Z, or simply the (q; �)-entropy of Z, when there is no

confusion about the dynamics f .

This de�nition requires a few steps and goes along the lines of the de�nition of

topological entropy from the previous section.

For any at most countable collection G = fBni(xi; ")gi and any q; t 2 R de�ne

the (q; t)-free energy of G by

F�(G; q; t) =
X
i

�(Bni(xi; "))
q exp(�tni):

For any given set Z � X , Z 6= ?, and numbers q; t 2 R, " > 0, N 2 N put

M
c

�(Z; q; t; ";N) = inf
G
F�(G; q; t) (5.9)

where the in�mum is taken over all �nite or countable collections G = fBni(xi; ")gi
with xi 2 Z and ni � N such that Z � [iBni(xi; "). To complete the de�nition

we put

M
c

�
(?; q; t; ";N) = 0

for any q; t; " and N .

The quantitiesMc
�(Z; q; t; ";N) are not decreasing with N , hence the following

limit exists:

M
c

�(Z; q; t; ") = lim
N!1

M
c

�(Z; q; t; ";N) = sup
N>1

M
c

�(Z; q; t; ";N):



Since we consider covers with the centers in a given set, the quantitiesMc
�(Z; q; t; ")

are not necessarily monotonic with respect to the set Z. We enforce monotonicity

by putting

M�(Z; q; t; ") = sup
Z0�Z

M
c

�(Z
0
; q; t; "):

Lemma 5.4. For any t 2 R the set function M�(�; q; t; ") satis�es the following

properties:

i) M�(?; q; t; ") = 0;

ii) M�(Z1; q; t; ") �M�(Z2; q; t; ") for any Z1 � Z2;

iii) M�([iZi; q; t; ") �
P
i
M�(Zi; q; t; ") for any Zi � X.

Remark. In other words, M(�; q; t; ") is an outer measure [17]. The role

of M(Z; q; t; ") is similar to that of the t-dimensional Hausdor� measure in the

de�nition of the Hausdor� dimension.

Lemma 5.5. There exists a critical value h�(f; q; Z; ") 2 [�1;+1] such that

M�(Z; q; t; ") =

(
1; t < h�(f; q; Z; ");

0; t > h�(f; q; Z; "):

Proof. The statement is a simple consequence of the following standard observa-

tion. If M�(Z; q; t̂; ") < 1 for some t̂, then M�(Z; q; t; ") = 0 for all t > t̂. If

M�(Z; q; t̂; ") > 0 for some t̂, then M�(Z; q; t; ") =1 for all t < t̂.

Lemma 5.6. The following holds:

i) h�(f; q;?; ") = �1;

ii) h�(f; q; Z1; ") � h�(f; q; Z2; ") for Z1 � Z2;

iii) h�(f; q;[iZi; ") = supi h�(f; q; Zi; "), where Zi � X, i = 1; 2; : : : .

Proof. The �rst statement follows immediately from the fact that M�(?; q; t; ") =
0 for any q; t. The second statement is a direct consequence of the corresponding

statement in the previous lemma.

Note that from (ii) one concludes that h�(f; q;[iZi; ") � h�(f; q; Zi; ") for

every i. Hence h�(f; q;[iZi; ") � supi h�(f; q; Zi; "). On the other hand, suppose

that h�(f; q; Zi; ") < t for all i. Thus M�(Zi; q; t; ") = 0 for every i and therefore

from the previous lemma one has that M�([iZi; q; t; ") = 0. This means that

h�(f; q;[iZi; ") � t. Hence h�(f; q;[iZi; ") � supi h�(f; q; Zi; ") and the result

follows.

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of local entropies as "! 0.

De�nition 5.7. The (q; �)-entropy of Z is

h�(f; q; Z) = lim sup
"!0

h�(f; q; Z; "): (5.10)



Let us discuss the existence of the limit with respect to " in the above de�nition.

If q � 0 then for "1 > "2 > 0 one has h�(f; q; Z; "1) � h�(f; q; Z; "2) and the limit

in (5.10) exists.

Indeed, let G = fBni(xi; "2)g be a centered cover of Z, then G0 = fBni(xi; "1)g
is a cover of Z as well and F�(G; q; t) � F�(G0; q; t). Therefore M�(Z; q; t; "2) �
M�(Z; q; t; "1), and hence the limit in (5.10) exists.

In general, for q > 0 there is no monotonicity with respect to ". However

under additional assumption on the invariant measure � one obtains the monotonic

behavior with respect to ". We formulate this property in the following de�nition.

De�nition 5.8. We say that an invariant measure � satis�es the entropy doubling

condition if for every suÆciently small " > 0 the following holds:

C(") := sup
n

sup
x

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2))
<1: (5.11)

Remark. The constant 1=2 in the previous de�nition is not crucial. It is to easy

to see that if a measure � has the entropy doubling condition, then

sup
n

sup
x

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=a))
<1

for any a > 1. Indeed, suppose a < 2k for some integer k. Then

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=a))
� �(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2
k))

=
�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2))
� : : :� �(Bn(x; "=2

k�1))

�(Bn(x; "=2
k))

;

and the result follows.

Now we show the existence of the limit in (5.10) for measures satisfying the

entropy doubling condition. Indeed, assume that � satis�es the entropy doubling

condition for all " 2 (0; "0). Take some "1; "2 2 (0; "0) and let a = "1="2 > 1.

From the previous remark we conclude that there exists ~C = ~C(a) <1 such that

�(Bn(x; "1))

�(Bn(x; "1=a))
=
�(Bn(x; "1))

�(Bn(x; "2))
< ~C(a)

for all n and x 2 X . Now let G = fBni(xi; "2)g be a centered cover of Z, then

G0 = fBni(xi; "1)g is a centered cover of Z as well and F�(G; q; t) � ~C�qF�(G0; q; t).
Thus, M�(Z; q; t; "2) � ~C�qM�(Z; q; t; "1) and h�(f; q; Z; "2) � h�(f; q; Z; "1).

Hence the limit in (5.10) exists.

Finally, note that all the statements of Lemma 5.6 remain true for h�(f; Z; q)

as well.

5.5 Coincidence of the topological entropy and

(0; �)-entropy

We begin by making a simple observation which we will often exploit later.



Let U be a �nite open cover of a compact metric space (X; d). Then [25, p.18]

there exists a positive number Æ(U), which is called the Lebesgue number of U ,
such that for any open set V � X with diam(V ) < Æ(U) there exists an element

U of U containing V .

Suppose now that "1 < Æ(U)=2. Then for any x 2 X and each n 2 N, there
exists a string Ux = Ui1 : : : Uin of length n such that

Bn(x; "1) � X(U): (5.12)

We can obtain this string by choosing as Uik an element of U which contains an

open ball B(fk�1x; "1). This is possible since "1 < Æ(U)=2.
For an arbitrary string U = Ui1 : : : Uin take some x 2 X(U) = Ui1 \ f�1Ui2 \

: : : \ f�n+1Uin , then

X(U) � Bn(U)(x; "2) (5.13)

for any "2 > 2 diam(U).
The measure � does not actually participate in the de�nition of h�(f; q; Z) in

the case of q = 0. This leads to the following fact.

Lemma 5.9. For any set Z � X one has h�(f; 0; Z) = htop(f; Z).

Proof. If Z = ? then the statement is obvious since both sides are equal to �1.

Suppose now that Z 6= ?. We start by showing the inequality htop(f; Z) �
h�(f; 0; Z). Let U be an arbitrary �nite open cover of X and " < Æ(U)=2. Consider
an arbitrary collection G = fBni(xi; ")gi such that xi 2 Z and Z � [iBni(xi; ").

For any i, using (5.12), we choose some string U(i) of length n(U(i)) = ni

such that Bni(xi; ") � X(U(i)). Let �G = fU(i)g. Obviously, �G covers Z and

F�(G; 0; t) =
X
i

exp(�tni) =
X
U2�G

exp(�tn(U)) = F (�; t):

Since G is an arbitrary covering, we conclude that

M
c

�
(Z; 0; t; "; n) = inf

G covers Z
F�(G; 0; t) � inf

� covers Z
F (�; t) =M(Z;U ; t; n):

Taking the limits as n!1 we conclude that

M(Z;U ; t) �M
c

�
(Z; 0; t; ") �M�(Z; 0; t; "):

Therefore h(Z;U) � h�(f; 0; Z; ") for any " < Æ(U)=2, and hence

htop(f; Z) = lim
diam(U)!0

h(Z;U) lim sup
"!0

h�(f; 0; Z; ") = h�(f; 0; Z):

Let us now prove the opposite inequality. Assume h�(f; 0; Z) � htop(f; Z) >

3 > 0. Then there exists " > 0 such that

h�(f; 0; Z; ")� htop(f; Z) > 2:



Since htop(f; Z) = limdiam(U)!0 h(Z;U), there exists a �nite open cover U with a

suÆciently small diameter (in particular, diam(U) < "=2) such that

h�(f; 0; Z; ")� h(Z;U) >  > 0: (5.14)

Let Z 0 be an arbitrary subset of Z and � an arbitrary collection of strings

covering Z 0. We may assume that X(U) \ Z 0 6= ? for any U 2 �. Otherwise

we just delete those strings and obtain a smaller collection of strings which is still

covering Z 0.

For any U 2 � choose an arbitrary x(U) 2 X(U) \ Z 0. Then by (5.13) we get

X(U) � Bn(U)(x(U); "):

Therefore the collection G = fBn(U)(x(U); ")g is a centered cover of Z 0. Since

their free-energies F (�; s) and F�(G; 0; s) are the same, we obtain

M
c

�(Z
0
; 0; s; ") �M(Z 0;U ; s) �M(Z;U ; s):

The last inequality holds due to the monotonicity ofM(�;U ; s) with respect to the

�rst argument. As a result we obtain

M�(Z; 0; s; ") = sup
Z0�Z

M
c

�
(Z 0; 0; s; ") �M(Z;U ; s):

This implies

h�(f; 0; Z; ") � h(Z;U)
contradicting (5.14) and hence the assumption h�(f; 0; Z) > htop(f; Z) as well.

5.6 Relation between the topological and (q; �)-

entropies of the level sets K�

In this section we are going to establish that actually for any � � 0 and every

q 2 R one has

htop(f;K�) = q�+ h�(f; q;K�): (5.15)

On the intuitive level, one can explain the above equality as follows. Suppose

x 2 K�, then for suÆciently large n and suÆciently small " > 0 one has

�(Bn(x; "))
q exp(�nt) � exp(�n(q�+ t)):

Using this observation, for any centered covering G = fBni(xi; ")g of K� we can

construct a collection of strings � such that

F�(G; q; t) � F (�; q�+ t): (5.16)

The same is true in the opposite direction: for every collection of strings �, we

can choose a center covering G such that (5.16) holds. This implies that the outer



measuresM(K�; q�+t) andM�(K�; q; t), involved in the de�nitions of htop(f;K�)

and h�(f; q;K�), are simultaneously equal to 1 or 0. As a results we obtain the

corresponding relation between htop(f;K�) and h�(f; q;K�). A rigorous proof of

this fact is somewhat similar to the proof of the equality htop(f; Z) = h�(f; 0; Z) for

all Z from the previous section. However some additional work is required since for

the points with local entropy equal to �, the convergence of the corresponding limit

to � can be non-uniform. Therefore instead of K� we will consider a monotonic

sequence of subsets of K� which exhaust K�, and for which the convergence of

� log�(Bn(x; "))=n ! � is uniform. Both the topological and (q; �)-entropies

have the following property: for any set Z and any sequence Zi � Z such that

Zi � Zi+1 and Z = [iZi one has

htop(f; Z) = lim
i!1

htop(f; Zi); h�(f; q; Z) = lim
i!1

h�(f; q; Zi):

Thus, if we establish some relation (similar to (5.15)) between htop(f; Zi) and

h�(f; q; Zi), we will obtain similar relation for htop(f; Z) and h�(f; q; Z) as well.

Now we make the above arguments rigorous. Consider � � 0 and the corre-

sponding level set

K� = fx 2 X : h�(f; x) = �g =
�
x 2 X : lim

"!0
lim inf
n!1

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; ")) =

lim
"!0

lim sup
n!1

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; ")) = �

	
:

Choose some monotonic sequence "M ! 0 as M ! 1. This sequence will be

�xed for the rest of this section. Let Æ > 0 and put (we omit the Æ-dependence in

the notation)

K�;M = fx 2 K� : �� Æ < lim inf
n!1

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; "M ))g:

Obviously, K�;M � K�;M+1 and K� = [
M

K�;M .

Note that due to the monotonicity of � log�(Bn(x; ")) with ", for each x 2 K�

and every " > 0 one has

lim sup
n!1

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; ")) � �:

For a �xed x 2 K�;M there exists N0 = N0(x; Æ; "M ) such that

�� Æ < � 1

n
log�(Bn(x; "M )) < �+ Æ

for all n > N0. Put

K�;M;N = fx 2 K�;M : N0 = N0(x; Æ; "M ) < Ng: (5.17)

Again, it is easy to see that K�;M;N � K�;M;N+1 and K�;M = [
N

K�;M;N .



Let U be a �nite open cover of X . Using the properties of topological entropy

we conclude that

h(K�;U) = lim
M!1

lim
N!1

h(K�;M;N ;U):
The following technical lemma establishes the relation between the \pre-meas-

ures" participating in the de�nitions of h(K�;M;N ;U) and h�(f; q;K�;M;N ; q; ").

Lemma 5.10. Suppose U is an arbitrary open cover of X. Consider K�;M;N for

some M;N 2 N such that "M < Æ(U)=2, where Æ(U) is the Lebesgue number of U .
Then for s � q�+ jqjÆ + t one has

M(K�;M;N ;U ; s) �M
c

�(K�;M;N ; q; t; "M ):

Proof. Suppose n > N and G = fBni(xi; "M )gi is an arbitrary cover of K�;M;N

with xi 2 K�;M;N such that ni � n for all i.

By (5.12), for every xi there exists some string U(i) with n(U(i)) = ni such

that Bni(xi; "M ) � X(U(i)) and hence

K�;M;N �
[
i

Bni(xi; "M ) �
[
i

X(U(i)):

Therefore the collection of strings �G = fU(i)g coversK�;M;N . Since xi 2 K�;M;N

for all i and ni � n > N , we have

exp(�(�+ Æ)ni) � �(Bni(xi; "M )) � exp(�(�� Æ)ni):

If q � 0 then �(Bni(xi; "))
q � exp(�q(�+ Æ)ni) andX

i

�(Bni(xi; "))
q exp(�tni) �

X
i

exp(�ni(q�+ Æ + t))

�
X
U2�G

exp(�n(U)s)

�M(K�;M;N ;U ; s; n)
for s � q�+ qÆ + t. Since G is an arbitrary centered covering, we conclude that

M(K�;M;N ;U ; s; n) �M
c

�(K�;M;N ; q; t; "; n) for all s � q�+ qÆ + t:

Similarly, if q � 0 then �(Bni(xi; "))
q � exp(�(�� Æ)qni) andX

i

�(Bni(xi; "))
q exp(�tni) �

X
i

exp(�ni(q�� qÆ + t))

�
X
U2�G

exp(�n(U)s)

�M(K�;M;N ;U ; s; n)
for s � q�� qÆ + t. Again, since G is an arbitrary centered covering, we conclude

that

M(K�;M;N ;U ; s; n) �M
c

�
(K�;M;N ; q; t; "; n) �M�(K�;M;N ; q; t; "; n):

Taking the limits as n tends to in�nity, we obtain the desired result.



Lemma 5.11. For any � � 0 and any q 2 R one has

htop(T;K�) � q�+ h�(T; q;K�): (5.18)

Proof. We may assume that K� 6= ?. Otherwise the statement is obvious, because
both sides are equal to �1.

Let us suppose that the opposite is true. Namely, there exists q 2 R such that

 =
1

4

�
htop(f;K�)� q�� h�(f; q;K�)

�
> 0:

Since htop(T;K�) = limdiam(U)!0 h(K�;U); one can �nd a �nite open cover U
such that

h(K�;U) > q�+ h�(T; q;K�) + 3:

Take Æ = =(2jqj) > 0 if jqj > 0, and let Æ be an arbitrary positive number if q = 0.

Consider K�;M;N de�ned in (5.17). Choose suÆciently large M;N such that the

three following conditions are full �led:

h(K�;M;N ;U) > q�+ h�(f; q;K�) + 2; (5.19)

"M <
Æ(U)
2

and h�(f; q;K�) +


2
> h�(f; q;K�; "M ):

It is possible to do so because h(K�;U) = lim
M!1

lim
N!1

h(K�;M;N ;U), "M ! 0 for

M !1 and h�(f; q;K�) = lim sup
"!0

h�(f; q;K�; ").

By the de�nition of h(K�;M;N ;U), the inequality (5.19) implies

M(K�;M;N ;U ; q�+ h�(T; q;K�) + 2) = +1:

Using the estimates from Lemma 5.10 applied to s = q�+h�(f; q;K�)+ and

t = h�(f; q;K�) +  � jqjÆ, we conclude that

M
c

�
(K�;M;N ; q; h�(f; q;K�) +  � jqjÆ; "M ) =1: (5.20)

Here we arrive at a contradiction with the assumption above. Indeed, one has

h�(f; q;K�) +  � jqjÆ � h�(f; q;K�) + =2

> h�(f; q;K�; "M ) � h�(f; q;K�;M;N ; "M );

and therefore one must have

M�(K�;M;N ; q; h�(f; q;K�) +  � jqjÆ; "M ) = 0;

This �nishes the proof.

Let us prove an inequality, opposite to (5.18). Fix some integers M;N and let

Z � K�;M;N , Z 6= ?. Consider an arbitrary �nite open cover U with diam(U) <



"M=2. Choose any n > N and let � be an arbitrary collection of strings covering

Z with

n(�) = inf
U2�

n(U) � n > N:

Without loss of generality we may assume that X(U)\Z 6= ? for any U 2 �. Let

x(U) be an arbitrary point from the intersection X(U) \ Z. Then by (5.13) one

has

X(U) � Bn(U)(x(U); "M ):

Hence the collection fBn(U)(x(U); "M )g is a centered cover of Z. Since x(U) 2
Z � K�;M;N and n(U) > N , one has

exp(�n(U)(� + Æ)) � �
�
Bn(U)(x(U); ")

�
� exp(�n(U)(� � Æ)) (5.21)

Therefore for q � 0 one has

M
c

�(Z; q; t; "M ; n) �
X
U2�

�
�
Bn(U)(x(U); ")

�q
exp(�n(U)t)

�
X
U2�

exp(�n(U)(q� � qÆ + t))

�
X
U2�

exp(�n(U)s) for all s � q�� qÆ + t:

Since � is an arbitrary covering of Z by strings of length at least n, for s � q��qÆ+t
we obtain

M
c

�
(Z; q; t; "M ; n) �M(Z;U ; s; n):

Therefore,

M
c

�(Z; q; t; "M ) �M(Z;U ; s) �M(K�;M;N ;U ; s)
and

M�(K�;M;N ; q; t; "M ) �M(K�;M;N ;U ; s):
For q � 0 from (5.21) we have

�
�
Bn(U)(x(U); "M )

�q � exp(�n(U)q(�+ Æ)):

Hence,

M
c

�
(Z; q; t; "M ; n) �

X
U2�

�
�
Bn(U)(x(U); ")

�q
exp(�n(U)t)

�
X
U2�

exp(�n(U)(q�+ qÆ + t))

�
X
U2�

exp(�n(U)s) for s � q�+ qÆ + t:

Similarly to the case q � 0, we conclude that

M�(K�;M;N ; q; t; "M ) �M(K�;M;N ;U ; s)
Therefore we proved the following result.



Lemma 5.12. Consider some Æ > 0 and the corresponding set K�;M;N for some

M;N . Let U be any �nite open cover with diam(U) < "M=2. Then for s �
q�� jqjÆ + t one has

M�(K�;M;N ; q; t; "M ) �M(K�;M;N ;U ; s):

Using the arguments, similar to the proof of Lemma 5.11, we prove the following

result.

Lemma 5.13. For any � � 0 and any q 2 R one has

htop(f;K�) � q�+ h�(f; q;K�):

Combining the results of Lemmas 5.11 and 5.13, we easily obtain

Corollary 5.14. For any � � 0 and any q 2 R one has

htop(f;K�) = q�+ h�(f; q;K�):

5.7 Domain of the multifractal spectrum of local

entropies

In this section we will establish the �rst in a series of inequalities, giving an upper

estimate on the multifractal spectrum for local entropies.

For this we need the notion of a Legendre transform. Let g : I ! R be a

function de�ned on some interval I which may be in�nite or �nite. We de�ne its

Legendre transform g
� (sometimes also called a conjugate of g [20]) as a function

on an interval I�, by

g
�(y) = inf

x2I
(xy + g(x));

where I� = fy : g
�(y) is �niteg. The interval I� is called the domain of the

Legendre transform g
�.

Clearly g�(y) is a concave function, i.e.,

g
�(�y1 + (1� �)y2) � �g

�(y1) + (1� �)g�(y2); for all � 2 [0; 1]; y1; y2 2 I�:

Let us now relate the multifractal spectrum E(�) to a Legendre transform of

some function. In the previous sections we have shown that for any � and q one

has

htop(f;K�) = q�+ h�(f; q;K�): (5.22)

We have not gained much new information about the multifractal spectrum of

local entropies since we are still not able to compute h�(f; q;K�). However, since

K� � X , using the properties of the (q; �)-entropy, we conclude that for any q 2 R
one has h�(f; q;K�) � h�(f; q;X). We introduce the following notation

h(q) = h�(f; q;X):



l(x)=yx

-g(x)

 g*(y)

Figure 5.1: Legendre transform: g�(y) = infx(yx+ g(x)) = infx(yx� (�g(x)).

Therefore substituting h(q) into (5.22) we conclude

htop(f;K�) � q�+ h(q) for any �; q: (5.23)

Hence we immediately obtain that

E(�) := htop(f;K�) � h
�(�) := inf

q

�
q�+ h(q)

�
: (5.24)

In (5.23) we have deliberately made the estimate of htop(f;K�) weaker, but

this was to relate it to a Legendre transform in (5.24). In the next sections we

will relate h(q) to some other characteristics of a dynamical system, namely, the

spectrum of correlation entropies.

There is another aspect. Later in the multifractal analysis of Gibbs measures

we will show that actually one still has an equality in (5.24). This is due to the

fact that for any � with K� 6= ? there exists a unique q = q(�) such that

h�(f; q;K�) = h�(f; q;X):

Therefore despite the fact that we substituted the exact equality (5.22) by the

inequality htop(f;K�) � q� + h(q), after taking the in�mum over q on the right

hand side, we will obtain the equality

htop(f;K�) = h
�(�):

One has to stress that this is a rather special case, and, in general, one should not

expect equality between the multifractal spectrum htop(f;K�) and the Legendre

transform h
�(�).



In the present section we also study the domain of h�(�) and show that it

contains the domain of a multifractal spectrum of local entropies.

We introduce the following quantities:

� = sup
q>0

�h(q)
q
; � = inf

q<0
�h(q)

q
;

Obviously, h�(�) = infq(q� + h(q)) > �1 for � 2 (�; �). The next lemma shows

that the interval [�; �] contains the domain of the multifractal spectrum, i.e.,

K� = ? (and hence htop(f;K�) = �1) if � 62 [�; �].

Lemma 5.15. The following holds

� � inf
x2X

h�(f; x) � sup
x

h�(f; x) � �: (5.25)

Hence K� = ? for � 62 [�; �].

Proof. Since there exist points x 2 X such that h�(f; x) = h�(f; x), the middle

inequality is obvious.

Suppose now that � > infx2X h�(f; x). It means that there exist q0 > 0, x 2 X
and Æ > 0 such that

�h(q0)
q0

> h�(f; x) + Æ:

Hence t0 := �q0(h�(f; x) + Æ) > h(q0). Moreover, there exist " > 0 and N 2 N
such that for any n > N one has

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; ")) � h�(f; x) + Æ:

This implies that for n > N the following holds

�(Bn(x; "))
q0 exp(�nt0) � exp

�
�nq0(h�(f; x) + Æ)� nt0

�
= 1;

where the last equality is due to the choice of t0. Therefore,

M�(fxg; q0; t0; ") = lim
N!1

inf
n�N

�(Bn(x; "))
q0 exp(�nt0) � 1:

Hence,

h�(T; q0; fxg) � t0 > h(q0) = h�(T; q0; X);

which is impossible due to the set monotonicity of h�(T; q; �). Therefore we con-
clude that � � infx2X h�(f; x).

Assume now that � < sup
x2X h�(f; x). Then there exist q0 < 0, x 2 X and

Æ > 0 such that

�h(q0)
q0

< h
�
(f; x)� Æ:

Thus t0 := �q0(h�(f; x) � Æ) > h(q).



Since

h
�
(f; x) = lim

"!0
lim inf
n!1

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; "));

there exist " > 0 and N such that for any n > N

� 1

n
log�(Bn(x; ")) � h

�
(f; x) � Æ:

Thus, for any n > N (note that q0 < 0)

�(Bn(x; "))
q0 exp(�nt0) � exp(�nq0(h�(f; x)� Æ)� nt0) = 1;

due to the choice of t0. As in the previous case, we can conclude that h(f; q0; fxg) �
t0 > h(q0) = h�(T; q0; X) contradicting the monotonicity of h(T; q; �). Therefore

supx h�(f; x) � �.

Remark. To be absolutely precise, we have to stress that we actually proved only

the following fact:

(�; �) � dom(h�(�)) and dom(E(�)) � [�; �]:

Therefore we can not deduce that dom(E(�)) � dom(h�(�)). However the di�er-

ence dom(E(�)) n dom(h�(�)) contains at most 2 points and is irrelevant from the

multifractal point of view. More on the situation at the end points can be found

in [21].

Remark. How far are the estimates �; � on the domain of the multifractal spectrum

from being exact? In the later examples (Gibbs measures), where a complete

description of the multifractal spectrum is known, we will see that the above

estimates on the domain of the multifractal spectrum are sharp, meaning that not

only K� = ? for � 62 [�; �], but K� 6= ? for � 2 (�; �).

We summarize the above results in the following statement.

Theorem 5.16. Let f be a continuous transformation of a compact metric space

(X; d) with �nite topological entropy. Consider an invariant non-atomic Borel

measure �. Then there exist �; � such that

i) K� = ? for � 62 [�; �];

ii) for � 2 (�; �) one has

E(�) = htop(f;K�) � inf
q
(q�+ h(q)) = h

�(�);

where h(q) = h�(f; q;X).



5.8 Lower and upper (q; �)-entropy capacities

The de�nition of the Hausdor� dimension involves coverings by balls of radius at

most ". If we consider coverings by balls of radius " alone we will get the notion of

lower and upper capacities. The same idea can be applied to the case of the (q; �)-

entropy h�(T; q; Z). Here, for the set Bni(xi; "), the role of the diameter is played

by exp(�ni). Hence putting ni � n will be equivalent to �xing the diameters of

the covering sets.

Now we give a precise de�nition of the lower and upper (q; �)-entropy capaci-

ties. Leave the de�nition of the (q; t)-free energy F�(q; t;G) without any changes.

Namely, for a collection G = fBni(xi; ")gi and any q; t 2 R, de�ne the (q; t)-free
energy of G as

F�(G; q; t) =
X
i

�(Bni(xi; "))
q exp(�tni):

However, for any Z � X , Z 6= ?, we de�ne

CM
c

�
(Z; q; t; "; n) = inf

G
F�(q; t;G); (5.26)

where the in�mum is taken over all at most countable collection G = fBn(xi; ")gi,
covering Z, with centers xi 2 Z. Note that n is the same for all balls in G. Hence
the quantities CM c

�
(Z; q; t; "; n) are not necessarily monotonic in n. Therefore

de�ne

CM
c

�(Z; q; t; ") = lim inf
n!1

CM
c

�(Z; q; t; "; n);

CM
c

�(Z; q; t; ") = lim sup
n!1

CM
c

�(Z; q; t; "; n):

Again, since we consider only centered coverings, we achieve the set monotonic-

ity by putting

CM
�
(Z; q; t; ") = sup

Z0�Z

CM
c

�
(Z 0; q; t; "); CM�(Z; q; t; ") = sup

Z0�Z

CM
c

�
(Z 0; q; t; "):

There exist unique values Ch
�
(f; Z; q; "), Ch�(f; Z; q; ") 2 [�1;+1] such that

CM
�
(Z; q; t; ") =

(
1; if t < Ch

�
(f; Z; q; ");

0; if t > Ch
�
(f; Z; q; ")

(5.27)

CM�(Z; q; t; ") =

(
1; if t < Ch�(f; Z; q; ");

0; if t > Ch�(f; Z; q; "):
(5.28)

Finally, we de�ne the lower and upper capacities as

Ch
�
(f; Z; q) = lim sup

"!0

Ch
�
(f; Z; q; "); Ch�(f; Z; q) = lim sup

"!0

Ch�(f; Z; q; "):

The lower and upper capacities admit a di�erent equivalent de�nition. Namely,

for every set Z � X , Z 6= ?, de�ne

�(Z; q; "; n) = inf
G

X
i

�(Bn(xi; "))
q
;



where the in�mum is taken over all �nite or countable collections G = fBn(xi; ")gi
with xi 2 Z and such that Z � [iBn(xi; "). By de�nition we let �(?; q; "; n) = 0.

The next statement (similar to [17, Theorem 2.2]) gives an equivalent de�nition

of Ch�(f; Z; q; ") and Ch�(f; Z; q; ").

Lemma 5.17. For any Z � X, Z 6= ?, we have

Ch
�
(f; Z; q; ") = sup

Z0�Z

lim inf
n!1

log�(Z 0; q; "; n)

n
;

Ch�(f; Z; q; ") = sup
Z0�Z

lim sup
n!1

log�(Z 0; q; "; n)

n
:

Proof. We prove the equality only for the case of lower entropy capacity. The

other case is analogous. Denote for simplicity

a = Ch
�
(f; Z; q; "); b = sup

Z0�Z

lim inf
n!1

�(Z 0; q; "; n)

n
:

Let Æ > 0, then by de�nition (5.27), for every Z 0 � Z one has

0 = CM�(Z
0
; q; a+ Æ; ") = lim inf

n!1
inf
G

X
i

�(Bn(xi; "))
q exp(�n(a+ Æ)):

Therefore there exists a sequence fnkg, nk ! 1 as k ! 1, and a sequence of

Z
0-centered coverings Gk = fBnk(xi; ")g such that

F�(q; a+ Æ;Gnk)! 0 as k !1:

Since �(Z 0; q; "; nk) exp(�nk(a+ Æ)) � F�(q; a+ Æ;Gnk), we conclude that

lim inf
n!1

log�(Z 0; q; "; n)

n
� a+ Æ:

Since Z 0 is an arbitrary subset of Z and Æ > 0 is an arbitrary number, we conclude

that b � a.

Now we prove the opposite inequality. For any Æ > 0 one has

CM�(Z; q; a� Æ; ") = sup
Z0�Z

CM
c

�(Z; q; a� Æ; ") =1:

Hence there exists a set Z 0 � Z such that

CM
c

�(Z
0
; q; a� Æ; ") = lim inf

n!1
inf
G

X
i

�(Bn(xi; "))
q exp(�n(a� Æ)) > 2

and therefore for suÆciently large N and all n > N and every centered covering

G of Z 0 one has

F�(q; a� Æ;G) =

�X
i

�(Bn(xi; "))
q

�
exp(�n(a� Æ)) > 1:



Thus, for all n > N

log�(Z 0; q; "; n)

n
� a� Æ;

This implies that b � lim infn!1 log�(Z 0; q; "; n)=n � a�Æ. Since Æ was chosen to
be arbitrary, we conclude that b � a. This completes the proof of the statement.

It is obvious that the (q; �)-entropy and the lower and upper capacities satisfy

the following inequality

h�(f; q; Z) � Ch
�
(f; q; Z) � Ch�(f; q; Z)

for any q 2 R and all Z � X . Therefore we can substitute Ch(q) := Ch
�
(f; q;X)

and Ch(q) := Ch�(f; q;X) for h(q) = h�(f; q;X) in the statement of Theorem

5.16 and obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 5.18. Let f be a continuous transformation of a compact metric space

(X; d) with �nite topological entropy. Consider an invariant non-atomic Borel

measure �. Then there exist �; � such that

i) K� = ? for � 62 [�; �];

ii) for � 2 (�; �) one has

E(�) = htop(f;K�) � Ch
�
(�) � Ch

�
(�);

where Ch(q) = Ch
�
(f; q;X) and Ch(q) = Ch�(f; q;X).

5.9 Correlation entropies

The spectra of generalized dimensions has been successfully used in the multifractal

analysis of local dimensions [17, 16]. Two spectra have been considered: the �rst,

named after R�enyi, is based on the box counting ideas, the second (sometimes

called the Hentschel-Procaccia spectrum) is based on the correlation integrals.

Under mild assumptions these spectra coincide [9, 17].

The generalization to the entropy case were made in [8, 3]. However the �rst

approach produces the R�enyi entropies which do not contain any essential new

information about the dynamical system [22].

On the other hand, the correlation entropies, which we de�ne in this section,

do not have these problems and suit the purposes of the multifractal analysis of

local entropies quite well.

De�ne

I(q; "; n) =

8><>:
� 1

q � 1
log

�Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d�

�
; q 6= 1;

�
Z

log�(Bn(x; ")) d�; q = 1:



The lower and upper correlation entropies are then de�ned as

H
�
(f; q) = lim

"!0
lim inf
n!1

1

n
I(q; "; n);

H�(f; q) = lim
"!0

lim sup
n!1

1

n
log I(q; "; n);

Applying the Brin-Katok formula and the Fatou lemma, we conclude that

actually

H
�
(f; 1) = H�(f; 1) = h�(f):

One can easily show that H�(f; q) and H�(f; q) are continuous functions for

q 2 [0; 1) and q 2 (1;1), with a possible discontinuity at q = 1 (see the last section

of this chapter for the examples).

Moreover, the following (quite rough) estimates are known (see chapter 2)

0 � H�(f; q) � H�(f; q) � h�(f) for q > 1;

h�(f) � H
�
(f; q) � H�(f; q) � htop(f) for q 2 [0; 1):

Since we will later use the correlation entropies in our estimates of the multi-

fractal spectrum, and we would like to keep these estimates as sharp as possible,

we will only use the lower correlation entropies. Hence we introduce the following

notation

H�(f; q) = H
�
(f; q)

5.10 Entropy doubling condition and correlation

entropies

In this section we assume that the invariant measures satis�es the entropy dou-

bling condition (see formula (5.11)). This will allow us to relate the multifractal

spectrum for local entropies to the spectrum of correlation entropies, de�ned in

the previous section.

Lemma 5.19. If � satis�es the entropy doubling condition then for every suÆ-

ciently small " > 0 and any q > 1 there exist constants C1; C2 such that for any

Z � X one has

C1�(Z; q; 2"; n) �
Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � C2�(X; q; "; n)

Proof. Let Z � X and E = fxig be some maximal (n; ")-separated set, i.e.,

for every i 6= j one has dn(xi; xj) > " and one cannot add any other points

to E without violating the separation condition. This in particular implies that

Bn(xi; "=2) \Bn(xj ; "=2) = ? and X � [iBn(xi; ").



Obviously, for q > 1Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� �

X
i

Z
Bn(xi;"=2)

�(Bn(x; "))
q�1

d� �
X
i

�(Bn(xi; "=2))
q
;

(5.29)

since Bn(xi; "=2) � Bn(x; ") for every x 2 Bn(xi; "=2).
On the other hand, for any i such that Bn(xi; ") \ Z 6= ? choose some zi 2

Bn(xi; ")\Z. Denote the set of all such i's by I 0. Thus Bn(xi; ") � Bn(zi; 2") and
Z � [iBn(zi; 2"). Hence fBn(zi; 2")gi2I0 is a centered covering of Z. Note that

Bn(zi; ") � Bn(xi; 2") as well.
Let C = C(") 2 (1;1) be such that

sup
x

�(Bn(x; 2"))

�(Bn(x; "))
< C and sup

x

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2))
< C (5.30)

for all n. Such C exists due to the entropy-doubling condition. Hence,

�(Z; q; 2"; n) �
X
i2I0

�(Bn(zi; 2"))
q � C

q
X
i2I0

�(Bn(zi; "))
q � C

q
X
i2I0

�(Bn(xi; 2"))
q

� C
2q
X
i2I

�(Bn(xi; "))
q � C

3q
X
i2I

�(Bn(xi; "=2))
q
:

Therefore, comparing (5.29) with the previous estimate, we conclude that for

q > 1 and any Z � X

1

C3q
�(Z; q; 2"; n) �

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d�:

Now let us prove the remaining upper estimate. Let E = fxig be an arbitrary

(n; ")-generating set, i.e., X = [iBn(xi; "). ThenZ
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� �

X
i

Z
Bn(xi;")

�(Bn(x; "))
q�1

d�

�
X
i

� (Bn(xi; 2"))
q�1

�(Bn(xi; ")

� C
q�1

X
i

�(Bn(xi; "))
q
;

where C satis�es (5.30). Since E is an arbitrary (n; ")-generating set, for q > 1 we

conclude that Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � C

q�1�(X; q; "; n):

Lemma 5.20. If � satis�es the entropy doubling condition then for every suÆ-

ciently small " > 0 and any q < 1 there exist constant D1 such that for any Z � X

one has

D1�(Z; q; "; n) �
Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � �(X; q; "=2; n)



Proof. We start with the second inequality. Let E = fxig be an arbitrary (n; "=2)-
generating set. ThenZ

�(Bn(x; "))
q�1

d� �
X
i

Z
Bn(xi;"=2)

�(Bn(x; "))
q�1

d�

�
X
i

�(Bn(xi; "=2)
q
;

since Bn(xi; "=2) � Bn(x; ") for x 2 Bn(xi; "=2). ThusZ
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � �(X; q; "=2; n):

Let E = fxig be an arbitrary maximal (n; 2")-separated set. Thus Bn(xi; ") \
Bn(xj ; ") = ? for i 6= j, andZ

�(Bn(x; "))
q�1

d� �
X
i

Z
Bn(xi;")

�(Bn(x; "))
q�1

d�

�
X
i

�(Bn(xi; 2"))
q�1

�(Bn(xi; ")) (5.31)

� 1

C

X
i

�(Bn(xi; 2"))
q
;

where we have used the fact the for x 2 Bn(xi; ") one has Bn(x; ") � Bn(xi; 2"),
and as in the proof of the previous lemma, C > 1 satis�es (5.30).

Let Z � X and G = fBn(zj ; ")g be an arbitrary centered covering of Z. Let

C
� be such that

sup
x

�(Bn(x; 4"))

�(Bn(x; 2"))
< C

� and sup
x

�(Bn(x; 2"))

�(Bn(x; "))
< C

�

for all n � 1. For any j we �x some i = i(j) such that such that zj 2 Bn(xi; 2").
Denote the set of those i by I

0 = fi(j) : j = 1; : : : ;#(G)g. Firstly, consider

q 2 [0; 1). Since Bn(zj ; ") � Bn(xi; 4"), we conclude thatX
j

�(Bn(zj ; "))
q �

X
i

�(Bn(xi; 4"))
q � C

�q
X
i

�(Bn(xi; 2"))
q
:

Secondly, consider q < 0. If zj 2 Bn(xi; 2"), then Bn(xi; 2") � Bn(zj ; 4"). There-
fore, X

i

�(Bn(xi; 2"))
q �

X
j

�(Bn(zj ; 4"))
q � C

�2q
X
j

�(Bn(zj ; "))
q
:

In both cases, there exists some constant D such thatX
i

�(Bn(xi; 2"))
q � D

X
j

�(Bn(zj ; "))
q � D �(Z; q; "; n):



Comparing this to (5.31) we conclude that there existsD1 such that for any Z � XZ
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � D1 �(Z; q; "; n):

This �nishes the proof.

As a direct consequence of the above estimates we obtain the following result.

Lemma 5.21. Suppose � satis�es the entropy doubling condition, then for q > 1

Ch�(f; q;X; 2") � lim sup
n!1

1

n
log

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � Ch�(f; q;X; ");

and for q < 1

Ch
�
(f; q;X; ") � lim inf

n!1

1

n
log

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � Ch

�
(f; q;X; "=2):

Therefore for q < 1 we have

H�(f; q) = lim
"!0

lim inf
n!1

� 1

(q � 1)n
log

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� = � 1

q � 1
Ch�(f; q;X);

and for q > 1

H�(f; q) = lim
"!0

lim inf
n!1

� 1

(q � 1)n
log

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� = � 1

q � 1
Ch�(f; q;X):

In both cases one has

(1� q)H�(f; q) � h�(f; q;X);

and hence we easily obtain a third version of our main result on the multifractal

analysis of local entropies.

Theorem 5.22. Let f be a continuous transformation of a compact metric space

(X; d) with �nite topological entropy. Consider an invariant non-atomic Borel

probability measure � which satis�es the entropy doubling condition. Then there

exist �; � such that

i) K� = ? for � 62 [�; �];

ii) for � 2 (�; �) one has

E(�) = htop(f;K�) � inf
q
(q�+ T (q)) = T

�(�);

where T (q) = (1� q)H�(f; q).



Once more, let us recall that Theorem 5.18 follows from Theorem 5.16 and the

inequalities

h�(f; q;X) � Ch�(f; q;X) � Ch�(f; q;X);

while for measures satisfying the entropy doubling condition, Theorem 5.22 follows

from Theorem 5.16 (or Theorem 5.16) and the inequalities

h�(f; q;X) � Ch
�
(f; q;X) � (1� q)H�(q) � Ch�(f; q;X):

At this moment we de�ne those systems (X;�; f) for which the multifractal

formalism is valid.

De�nition 5.23. We say that a multifractal formalism for local entropies is valid

for the dynamical system (X;�; f) if there exist �; � such that:

i) K� = ? for � 62 [�; �] and K� 6= ? for � 2 (�; �);

ii) E(�) = htop(f;K�) is a smooth concave function of � on the interval (�; �);

iii) let T (q) = (1� q)H�(f; q), then

E(�) = inf
q
(q�+ T (q)) = T

�(�)

for all � 2 (�; �)

5.11 Discussion of another entropy characteristic

The de�nition of the (q; �)-entropy involves coverings with the centers in a given

set. This suits our technical purposes. One could argue however, how natural

this de�nition is. In this section, we discuss a di�erent characteristic, which is a

particular case of the general Carath�eodory dimension, see [17].

The notions and the results of this section are not necessary for understanding

of the later results.

Again, let Z � X , Z 6= ?, and q; t 2 R. We de�ne

m�(Z; q; t; "; n) = inf
G

X
i

�(Bni(xi; "))
q exp(�tni);

where in�mum is taken over all collections G = fBni(xi; ")g with ni � n covering

Z, i.e., Z � [iBni(xi; "). Note that we do not require the centers xi to be in

Z. Thus the quantities m�(Z; q; t; "; n) are monotonic with respect to the �rst

argument. Moreover,

m�(Z; q; t; "; n) �M
c

�
(Z; q; t; "; n); (5.32)

since we have only enlarged the class of admissible coverings and therefore the

in�mum cannot be larger.



Obviously, m�(Z; q; t; "; n) is non-decreasing with n, therefore the following

limit exists

m�(Z; q; t; ") = lim
n!1

m�(Z; q; t; "; n) = sup
n�1

m�(Z; q; t; "; n):

The qualitative behavior of m�(Z; q; t; ") is similar to that of M�(Z; q; t; ").

Namely, there exists a critical value h��(f; q; Z; ") such that

m�(Z; q; t; ") =

(
+1; t < h

�
�
(f; q; Z; ");

0; t > h
�
�(f; q; Z; "):

Taking into account (5.32) we get

m�(Z; q; t; ") �M
c

�
(Z; q; t; ") � sup

Z0�Z

M
c

�
(Z 0; q; t; ") =M�(Z; q; t; "):

Therefore h�
�
(f; q; Z; ") � h�(f; q; Z; "), and

h
�
�(f; q; Z) := lim sup

"!0

h
�
�(f; q; Z; ") � h�(f; q; Z):

The next lemma gives suÆcient conditions for the equality of h��(f; q; Z) and

h�(f; q; Z).

Lemma 5.24. The equality h�
�
(f; q; Z) = h�(f; q; Z) holds for every Z � X, if

q � 0, or if q > 0 and � satis�es the entropy doubling condition.

Proof. Suppose h�
�
(f; q; Z) < h�(f; q; Z). Since h

�
�
(f; q; Z) = lim sup

"!0

h
�
�
(f; q; Z; ")

and h�(f; q; Z) = lim sup"!0 h�(f; q; Z; "), there exist " > 0 and Æ > 0 such that

h
�
�(f; q; Z; "=2) + Æ < h�(f; q; Z; "):

This implies that

m�(Z; q; h
�
�(f; q; Z) + Æ; "=2) = 0 and M�(Z; q; h

�
�(f; q; Z) + Æ; ") =1: (5.33)

Denote for simplicity h
�
�(f; q; Z) + Æ by t and let C be any number greater

than 1. From (5.33) we conclude, that there exists a set Z 0 � Z such that

M
c
�
(Z 0; q; t; ") > C

2jqj. Hence there exists an integer N such that

F�(G0; q; t) =
X
i

�(Bni(zi; "))
q exp(�nit) > C

2jqj (5.34)

for any collection G0 = fBni(zi; ")g with ni � N and zi 2 Z 0 covering Z 0.
On the other hand, since m�(Z

0
; q; t; "=2) = 0, there exists a collection G0 =

fBni(xi; "=2)g covering Z with ni � N such that

F�(G; q; t) =
X
i

�(Bni(xi; "=2))
q exp(�nit) <

1

2C
: (5.35)



Without loss of generality we may assume that Bni(xi; "=2) \ Z 0 6= ?. Oth-

erwise, after deleting these sets from G we obtain a smaller covering with this

property, which still satis�es (5.35).

For any i choose some zi 2 Bni(xi; "=2) \ Z
0. Obviously, Bni(xi; "=2) �

Bni(zi; "). Therefore from (5.34), we obtain that

F�(G0; q; t; ) =
X
i

�(Bni(zi; "))
q exp(�tni) > C

2jqj
:

Now we have to consider two cases: q � 0 and q > 0. If q � 0 then

�(Bni(xi; "=2))
q � �(Bni(zi; "))

q and hence

1 � C
2jqj

< F�(G0; q; t) � F�(G; q; t) <
1

2C
<

1

2
:

Thus we have arrived to a contradiction.

If q > 0 then the previous argument does not work. However, since � satis�es

the entropy doubling condition, we can choose C > 1 such that

sup
x

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2))
< C

for all n. Therefore,

�(Bni(zi; ")) � C�(Bni(zi; "=2)) � C�(Bni(xi; ")) � C
2
�(Bni(xi; "=2));

since Bni(zi; "=2) � Bni(xi; ") if zi 2 Bni(xi; "=2). The above inequality implies

that for q > 0 one has

C
2jqj

< F�(G0; q; t0) � C
2q
F�(G; q; t) �

C
2q

2C
;

and we have arrived to a contradiction again.

It is an important open question whether the result of the previous lemma,

namely, the equality h�
�
(f; q; Z) = h�(f; q; Z) for q > 0, holds for measures which

do not satisfy the entropy doubling condition.

5.12 Examples

In this section we discuss 3 examples which will illustrate the general results ob-

tained in the previous section. We start with the following simple example.

5.12.1 Homogeneous measures.

De�nition 5.25 ([26]). Let f be a continuous transformation of a compact met-

ric space (X; d). A Borel measure � on X is said to be f{homogeneous if for each

" > 0 there exist Æ > 0 and c > 0 such that

�(Bn(y; Æ)) � c�(Bn(x; "))

for all n � 1 and x; y 2 X.



Maybe the simplest example of the homogeneous measure is Lebesgue measure

invariant under the Arnold-Thom cat map of the torus T2, i.e., a linear automor-

phism of T2 given by a matrix A =

�
2 1

1 1

�
. The same property is enjoyed by the

Bowen-Margulis measure for any Anosov system.

This condition is rather strong. In particular, it implies that � is a measure of

maximal entropy and that

h�(f; x) = h�(f) = htop(f)

for all x 2 X . Thus the multifractal spectrum of local entropies for a homogeneous

measure is trivial:

E(�) = htop(f;K�) =

(
htop(f); if � = htop(f)

�1; otherwise.

Not surprisingly, the spectrum of correlation entropies is quite simple as well

H�(f; q) � htop(f):

Obviously, E(�) and (1� q)H�(f; q) are related by the Legendre transform. How-

ever the interval (�; �) is empty. Thus, in this clearly degenerate situation, we can

say that the multifractal formalism is valid for the homogeneous measures. Ac-

cording to some de�nitions in the physics literature, the homogeneous measures

are not multifractal measures.

5.12.2 Gibbs measures for expansive homeomorphisms with

speci�cation

This is the most general situation known when the multifractal formalism for

local entropies, according to the de�nition 5.23 is valid. Here we describe results

obtained in [23].

First we introduce the notion of an expansive homeomorphisms with speci�ca-

tion and Gibbs measures.

De�nition 5.26. A homeomorphism f : X ! X is called expansive if there exists

a constant  > 0 such that if

d(fn(x); fn(y)) <  for all n 2 Z then x = y:

Such  is called an expansivity constant.

Another important requirement is the following.

De�nition 5.27 ([5]). We say that a homeomorphism f : X ! X has the spec-

i�cation property if for each Æ > 0 there exists an integer p = p(Æ) such that the

following holds:

if



a) I1; : : : ; In are intervals of integers, Ij � [a; b] for some a; b 2 Z and all j,

b) dist(Ii; Ij) � p(Æ) for i 6= j,

then for arbitrary x1; : : : ; xn 2 X there exists a point x 2 X such that

1) f b�a+p(Æ)(x) = x,

2) d(fk(x); fk(xi)) < Æ for k 2 Ii.

We denote these maps by `homeomorphisms with speci�cation'.

The speci�cation property guarantees good mixing properties of f and the

existence of a suÆcient number of periodic orbits.

We consider Gibbs measures for a special, but quite large, class of potentials

Vf (X) which is de�ned as follows. We say that ' 2 Vf (X) if it is continuous and

there exist " > 0 and K > 0 such that for all n 2 N

d(fk(x); fk(y)) < " for k = 0; : : : ; n� 1 )
���n�1X
i=0

'(f i(x)) �
n�1X
i=0

'(f i(y))

��� < K:

For example, for a hyperbolic di�eomorphism f any H�older continuous function '

is in Vf (X) [14, Prop.20.2.6].

The following theorem ensures existence and provides basic properties of the

equilibrium states for the potentials from Vf (X). Basically it says that equilibrium

states exist and are unique, moreover, they are Gibbs measures as well.

Theorem 5.28 ([5, 11, 14]). If f is an expansive homeomorphism with speci�-

cation and ' 2 Vf (X) then there exists a unique measure �', called the equilibrium

state of ', such that

P (') = h�'(f) +

Z
'd�';

where P (') is the topological pressure of '.

The equilibrium state �' is a Gibbs measure as well, i.e., for suÆciently small

" > 0 there exist constants A"; B" > 0 such that for all x 2 X and n � 0

A" �
�' (Bn(x; "))

exp
�
�nP (') +Pn�1

i=0 '(f
i(x))

� � B": (5.36)

Moreover, �' is ergodic, positive on open sets and mixing.

The characteristic property of a Gibbs measure (5.36) is the key which allows

us to perform a complete multifractal analysis of local entropies. It is easy to see

from (5.36) that Gibbs measures satisfy the entropy doubling condition. There-

fore according to the results in the previous sections it makes sense to look at

the correlation entropies. The following result establishes the smoothness of the

correlation entropies as a function of the parameter q.



Lemma 5.29 ([23]). Suppose f : X ! X is an expansive homeomorphism with

speci�cation, ' 2 Vf (X) and � is the corresponding Gibbs measure. Then

(1� q)H�(f; q) = P (q')� qP ('):

The function (1� q)H�(f; q) is convex and continuously di�erentiable; moreover,

it is strictly convex provided � is not a measure of maximal entropy.

The results from the previous section say that the Legendre transform of T (q) =

(1 � q)H�(f; q) will give an upper estimate of the multifractal spectrum of local

entropies. It turns out that there is an exact equality. The way to prove this,

which is used in [23] (see also chapter 6), was adopted from [1, 2] and it consists

of the following. It is quite clear that since the system (f; �) is ergodic, there is

only one value �1 such that �(K�1) = 1, while for all other �'s the sets K� have

measure 0. Actually, we know from the Brin-Katok formula that �1 = h�(f). Now

since htop(f;K�) � � for all � � 0 and htop(f;K�) � h�(f) for every invariant

measure � such that �(K�) = 1 (Theorem 5.3), taking �1 = h�(f) and � = �, we

immediately conclude that

�1 � htop(f;K�1) � h�(f) = �1:

Hence htop(f;K�1) = �1.

It turns out that we can generalize this argument to all other �'s. The idea

is to introduce a one-parameter family of measures �q which are Gibbs states for

the potential q'. Then for a suitable parameterization �(q)

�q(K�) =

(
1; if � = �(q);

0; otherwise:

This parameterization �(q) is built in the following way. Consider T (q) = P (q')�
qP (') = (1 � q)H�(f; q). T (q) turns out to be a di�erentiable monotonically

decreasing function of q. Let �(q) = �T 0(q) � 0 and �q be an equilibrium state

for 'q = q'. Comparing (5.36) for two Gibbs measures � and �q corresponding

to the potentials ' and q' we see that for every x 2 X
h�q (f; x) = T (q) + qh�(f; x)

provided at least one of the local entropies h�(f; x), h�q (f; x) exist. Therefore if

x 2 K�(q), i.e., h�(f; x) = �(q), then

h�q (f; x) = T (q) + q�(q):

It is not very diÆcult to verify that the measure-theoretic entropy of �q is given

by

h�q (f) = T (q) + q�(q):

Thus, since h�q (f; x) = h�q (f) for �q-a.e. x, and the equality holds only for

x 2 K�(q), one gets that �q(K�(q)) = 1. The �nal argument is similar to the one

above for � = h�(f). Namely, from Theorem 5.22 we know that for all � � 0

htop(f;K�) � T
�(�) = inf

q

�
T (q) + q�):



On the other hand, since �q is an invariant measure concentrated on K�(q), we

obtain

htop(f;K�(q)) � h�q (f) = T (q) + q�(q):

Comparing the last two formulas we conclude that htop(f;K�(q)) = T
�(�(q)) for

all q. To �nish the proof we have to apply the result from [21], which states,

that f�(q)g for q 2 R exhausts the domain of the multifractal spectrum. More

precisely, there exist an interval [�; �] such that

K� = ? for � 62 [�; �];

for every � 2 (�; �) there exists q 2 R such that � = �(q):

This means that we obtained a complete description of a multifractal spectrum of

local entropies for expansive homeomorphism with speci�cation.

5.12.3 Weak Gibbs measures for interval maps with indif-

ferent �xed points

For simplicity we consider a piecewise monotonic map with two full branches,

expanding everywhere except one �xed point. The precise conditions are given

in the next de�nition. This, and even more general situations, are considered in

[13, 19, 28].

De�nition 5.30. We say that f : [0; 1]! [0; 1] is a Manneville-Pomeau type map

if

1) f is piecewise monotonic, and there exits p > 0 such that f [0; p) = [0; 1) and

f(p; 1] = (0; 1];

2) the branches f j(0;p) and f j(p;1] are C2;

3) f 0(x) > 1 for all x > 0 and f 0(x) � � > 1 for x 2 (p; 1).

4) f has the following asymptotic behavior when x! 0+

f(x) = x+ Cx
1+(1 + u(x))

with constants C > 0,  2 (0; 1), and where u(x) a C1 function such that

u
0(x) = O(xt�1) as x! 0+, for some t > 0.

G.Pianigiani [18] was the �rst to show the existence of an absolutely continuous

invariant measure for the Manneville-Pomeau type maps. We denote this measure

by �. This invariant measure has positive entropy which is given by Rokhlin's

formula

h�(f) =

Z
log jf 0jd�:

The ergodic properties of � have been studied extensively in the literature, e.g.,

[13, 15, 27, 12]. In particular, it has been recently established that for these



systems correlations decay polynomially. Note that for the expanding systems the

decay is exponential.

The absolutely continuous invariant measure � is an equilibrium state for the

potential ' = � log jf 0j. But it is not unique, the Dirac measure concentrated at

0 is an equilibrium state as well. The existence of two equilibrium states (i.e.,

non-uniqueness of equilibrium states) results in a singular behavior of the pres-

sure function P (q'). Combining the results from [19, 24] we obtain the following

statement.

Lemma 5.31. Let f be a Manneville-Pomeau type map, then P (q') is a con-

tinuous, convex and non-increasing function. Moreover, P (q') = 0 for q � 1,

P (q') > 0 for q < 1, P (q') is a real-analytic function of q for q < 1. At the

critical point q = 1, one has the following asymptotics

P (q')

1� q
! h�(f) as q % 1:

The equilibrium state � is not a Gibbs measure according to the standard

de�nitions in ergodic theory (e.g., Theorem 5.28). The quotient

�(Bn(x; "))

exp
�P

n�1
k=0 '(f

k(x))
�

is not uniformly bounded from above and below by positive constants independent

of n. However, for every suÆciently small " > 0 one can �nd a sub-exponential

sequence Kn, i.e., lim
n!1

logKn=n = 0, such that

1

Kn

� �(Bn(x; "))

exp
�P

n�1
k=0 '(f

k(x))
� � Kn (5.37)

for all x. This observation leads to the following de�nition.

De�nition 5.32 ([28]). We say that � is a weak Gibbs measure if for every suf-

�ciently small " > 0 one can choose Kn with lim
n!1

logKn=n = 0 such that (5.37)

holds for every x.

The estimate (5.37) does not actually imply that � satis�es the entropy dou-

bling condition. Though it is clear that � satis�es a weaker version of the doubling

condition:

De�nition 5.33. We say that � satis�es a weak entropy doubling condition if for

every suÆciently small " > 0 one has

lim
n!1

1

n
log sup

x

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2))
= 0: (5.38)

It is easy to check that after appropriate modi�cations of the proofs, all the

result in section 5.10 remain valid. For example, from (5.38) we conclude that for



every suÆciently small " > 0 and any Æ > 0 there exist N such that for all n > N

one has

C("; n) = sup
x

�(Bn(x; "))

�(Bn(x; "=2))
� exp (Æn):

Therefore the constants C1; C2 in the statement of Lemma 5.19 should be substi-

tuted by some numbers C1(n); C2(n) which do not decay or grow too fast with n.

In particular, there exists a constant K > 0, independent of n and Æ, such that

C1(n) > exp(�KÆn) and C2(n) < exp(KÆn) for suÆciently large n. As a result,

for q > 1 we obtain that

Ch�(f; q;X; 2")�KÆ � lim sup
n!1

1

n
log

Z
�(Bn(x; "))

q�1
d� � Ch�(f; q;X; ")+KÆ:

Since Æ is an arbitrary positive number, we obtain exactly the same result as in

Lemma 5.21.

As a result we conclude that the Legendre transform of (1�q)H�(f; q) = P (q')

will give an upper estimate on the multifractal spectrum of local entropies.

The problem now is of course to show that we actually have equality between

the multifractal spectrum and the Legendre transform of (1 � q)H�(f; q). The

method, used in the previous example, employs the construction of \reference

measures" �q. We have used the equilibrium states corresponding to the potentials

q' as such measures. In this case we can repeat the same argument for q � 1

(corresponds to � � h�(f)) and achieve the same result. However for q > 1

(corresponds to � < h�(f)), the equilibrium states for 'q = q' are just the Dirac

measures, carrying zero entropy and are therefore useless for our purposes.

At the present moment it is not clear what is the structure of the multifractal

spectrum for � < h�(f). To answer this question, in our opinion, one should study

in greater detail the pre-measures involved in the de�nition of topological entropy.

Finally, we would like to mention that in chapter 7 we will establish a relation

between the notion of weak Gibbs measures as it appears in dynamical systems

(de�nition 5.32), and the notion of weak Gibbs states accepted in statistical me-

chanics.

5.13 Concluding remarks

In the �rst part of this chapter we have constructed a general formalism which

allows us to obtain an upper estimate on the multifractal spectrum of local en-

tropies. Under additional assumptions (the entropy doubling condition) we have

shown that the Legendre transform of the spectrum of correlation entropies gives

an upper estimate. We have illustrated these results on 3 examples. For homo-

geneous measures the multifractal spectrum is a delta-like function. In the case

of Gibbs measures for the expansive homeomorphisms with speci�cation the mul-

tifractal spectrum is a smooth strictly concave function, which is equal to the

Legendre transform of (1� q)H�(f; q). For the non-uniformly hyperbolic dynam-

ical systems (interval maps with indi�erent �xed points) the developed methods

recover the multifractal spectrum only partially.
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